2023 Calendar Photography Competition
Terms and Conditions of Entry
1. This competition is open to both novice and professional photographers who are
residents of the UK. Any UK resident other than current employees of Lluest Horse
and Pony Trust can submit images providing the image is of a “Happy and Healthy
UK Equine”.
2. By submitting an image for consideration in the 2023 Charity Calendar, each
entrant agrees and acknowledges that Lluest Horse and Pony Trust is permitted to
receive their registration data. All personal information will be used and held by
LHPT in accordance with its Privacy Policy. A full GDPR statement is available on our
website.
3. The 12 winners of the competition will have their winning image printed in our
2023 charity calendar and receive 1 complimentary copy of the calendar. There are
no cash or prize alternatives. 100% of the calendar’s profits are to benefit LHPT and
its charitable work.
4. Entries must be labelled with the entrant’s name, the location, title and date of
the photo. For example ‘Rhian Mai, Ponies under the night sky, October 2015’.
5. Entries should be submitted by email to info@lluesthorseandponytrust.co.uk no
later than 22:00 on Thursday 30th June 2022 and subject must read “2023 Calendar
Entry”. Submissions received after this time and date will not be considered. We
regret that we are unable to accept postal entries or entries sent through Facebook
or Instagram. LHPT cannot accept responsibility for any technical failures or reasons
for not receiving a photo before the closing date and time.
6. Images submitted may only be in colour, with an appropriate amount of
manipulation/editing/correction applied.
7. Only one photo per £5 entry. You may submit as many entries as you like. Late,
illegible, incomplete, low resolution, defaced or corrupt entries will not be accepted.
Entries are non refundable.
8. Images submitted need to be in JPEG format and of a high enough resolution for
printing in media with a minimum 300dpi. Some mobile phone images may not be
able to support these requirements. Panoramic photos may not be suitable for the
intended print purpose of these images.
9. A short list of photographs will be selected by Lluest Horse and Pony Trust and a
guest judge. From the short list of 24 chosen photographs, the twelve winning
photographs will be voted for on facebook. The winning entries will be those that are
judged to be the most visually appealing, original, and representative of “Happy and
Healthy UK Equines”. All decisions will be final, and no correspondence will be

entered into.
10. Short listed credited photographs will be displayed on social media for public
voting.
11. The winners will be notified within five working days of the close of voting.
12. Copyright in all images submitted for our 2023 Charity Calendar remains with the
respective entrants. However, in consideration of their providing the image, the
entrants grant a licence to Lluest Horse and Pony Trust to feature their images
submitted in any publications, their website, Facebook page and/or in any
promotional material connected to said charity calendar. Only the 12 winning images
chosen for the calendar will be used.
13. Images must not;
13.2 Include faces or personally identifiable information about any other persons
other than the submitter and their immediate families,
13.3 Include alcohol, cigarettes, firearms or offensive weapons,
13.4 Be shown to be promoting a company, brand, party, right or movement other
than LHPT,
13.5 Include copyrighted materials or trademarks owned by third parties,
13.6 Include any infringing, threatening, false, misleading, abusive, harassing,
libellous, defamatory, vulgar, obscene, scandalous, inflammatory, pornographic or
profane content,
13.7 Contain any material that could constitute or encourage conduct, which would
be considered a criminal offence, give rise to civil liability, or otherwise violate any
law.
13.8 Contain or infringe upon any copyrights, trademarks, contract rights, or any
other intellectual property rights of any third person or entity. Each entrant agrees to
fully indemnify Lluest Horse and Pony Trust in respect of all royalties, fees and any
other monies owing to any persons by reason of the entrant breaching any of the
foregoing.
14. It is the responsibility of each entrant to ensure that the conditions within these
terms are met, any images they submit have been taken with the permission of the
subject and do not infringe the copyright of any third party or laws, the photograph
they are submitting is their own work and that they own the copyright.
15. LHPT reserve the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify and remove any entry
what does not comply with any of the requirements listed in these Terms and
Conditions. Notice of this decision does not need to be given.
16. All information detailing how to enter this competition forms part of these terms
and conditions. It is a condition of entry that all rules are accepted as final and that
the competitor agrees to abide by these rules. Submission of an entry will be taken
to mean acceptance of these terms and conditions. Failure to comply will result in
the entry being withdrawn.

